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1. Introduction 

The first case of COVID-19 originated in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. COVID-19 resulted in a global 

outbreak in January 2020 [1]. Since then, cases of COVID-19 are detected in almost all countries around the world.  

Elderly people with severe illness are at higher risk for mortality while children rarely have symptoms, and they are less 

subjected to COVID-19. COVID-19 is a human transmission disease where this deadly virus can be transmitted from 

person to person directly or indirectly. The common symptoms of COVID-19 are cough, sore throat, fever, fatigue and 

headache [2]. The COVID-19 infected person may transmit the virus through coughing or sneezing. This pandemic has 

resulted in a massive global public health campaign done by each country to slow the spread of the virus [3]. Different 
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performance is evaluated through a confusion matrix. Based on performance analysis, it shows that the ResNet50 

model outperforms the VGG16 model and InceptionV3 model by achieving 95% test accuracy, 95% precision, 95% 
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organizations worldwide, such as CDC, WHO and Healthline, came out with guidelines to control the rapid spread of 

this deadly virus. The guidelines are: 1) Avoid social contact such as hugging, handshaking or touching; 2) Maintain 

social distancing by at least 1 meter in public places; 3) Wear a mask in public places at all times; 4) Stay at home if they 

are having symptoms such as fever, flu or coughing; and 5) Avoid coughing, sneezing in the open air. 

 

Government and law enforcement authorities are active in preventing individuals’ unnecessary movement in various 

cities, monitoring the spread and tracking individuals in compliance with the CDC guidelines. However, the government 

cannot control all locations, such as shopping malls, hospitals, government offices, and banks, and direct individuals to 

comply with the safety guidelines [4]. Several technologies are used in this pandemic to monitor and prevent illegal 

gathering. Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is an easily adaptable technology that allows detecting people wearing masks 

from an image or live feed fed to it [5]. However, CCTV has a limitation where it cannot cover all angles in a public 

place as it is fixed to monitor only one location. Hence, drone, one of technology which can be used in helping the 

authority to monitor the public movement in preventing the pandemic COVID-19. 

 

A drone or Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is an aircraft without a human pilot aboard. Drones have drastically 

raised attention in recent years due to their ability to perform a variety of applications beyond military applications to 

public and civil sectors [6]. Drones are increasingly popular for monitoring the environment with the equipment of 

additional hardware such as sensors and cameras. Recently, the drone has been used in many applications such as remote 

sensing [7], security surveillance [8-11], agriculture [12], inspection [13] and rescuing [14]. This study has been focused 

on establishing the illegal gathering prevention through crowd detection from the drone-based image. 

 

In analyzing drone data, there are several techniques available for image classification. The state-of-art techniques 

in drone image analysis consist of both machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) [15]. Drone view image 

classification has been used primely in remote sensing such as building area estimation, crop monitoring, site inspection 

and protection of marine life. In general, the approach of existing work can be categorized into two, which are 

conventional machine learning and deep learning-based image classification. 

 

Machine learning uses algorithms to make decisions based on data on what is learned while. Work by Mountrakis 

et al. [16] is one of the examples of implementation of machine learning called Support Vector Machine (SVM) [17] in 

drone applications. SVM can classify both linear and non-linear data, and it is an optimal hyper-plane based mathematical 

learning scheme. The ultimate idea behind SVMs is to use the optimal hyperplane to be used to classify of linearly 

separable patterns [18]. SVM performs classification by transforming the original training data into multidimensional 

space and constructing hyper-plane in higher dimensional. SVMs algorithm can simplify the problem by classifying the 

patterns into linear and non-linear [19]. As dimensionality of data increased, the classification problems have drastically 

increased. This results in higher computational cost and memories usage are required to solve the high dimensional data 

[20]. Feature extraction and feature selection are the common approaches in machine learning. However, during feature 

extraction, human intervention is still involved in deciding whether to follow or avoid some processing techniques. A 

drawback of feature extraction is that the information on the original feature contributes often lost along the process, and 

the combination of original features is usually not interpretable [20]. Recently, deep learning has been introduced to solve 

not only the human intervention in feature extraction but also improve the previous machine learning especially in dealing 

with big data. 

 

Deep learning algorithm is a subset of machine learning algorithms. Deep learning relies on layers of artificial neural 

networks. Deep learning has rapid advancement due to the availability of data and drastically improvement in hardware 

technologies [21]. Different kinds of deep learning networks are introduced for various domains, such as convolutional 

neural networks for image processing [21]. In this particular study, a deep learning image classification model is built to 

detect a crowd in an image using convolutional neural networks. CNNs are the most common networks used with image 

classification in deep learning. CNNs were inspired by the human visual system proposed by LeCun and Bengio [22]. 

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have become the dominant approach for visual object recognition due to the 

improvement of hardware and network structure.  

 

One of the dominant approaches in modelling the CNN for image classification is transfer learning. Transfer 

Learning is a technique whereby a model is trained and developed for one task and is then re-used on a second related 

task. It refers to the situation in which what has been learned in one setting is exploited to boost optimization in another 

setting [23]. Transfer learning is commonly applied to a new dataset that is smaller than the original dataset used to train 

the pre-trained model [24]. In fact, transfer learning can leverage knowledge from pre-trained models and use it to solve 

similar problems. Through transfer learning, pre-trained models can be trained faster, more accurately and require less 

training data. There are several well-established CNN models also known as pre-trained model that can be used in transfer 

learning techniques such as Inception V3, VGG16 and ResNet50. Inception V3 is the winner of ILSVRC 2014 which 
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achieved a top-5 error rate of 6.67%. The network consists of 22 layers in-depth and goes deeper in parallel paths with 

different receptive field sizes. The Inception V3 transfer learning model able to be utilized for improvement performance 

for most of the computer vision task  on high quality, learned visual features [25].  

 

VGG16 is a convolution neural network (CNN) architecture with convolution layers of 3x3 filter with stride one 

and always used same padding and max pool layer of 2x2 filter of stride 2 [26]. VGG16 does not have a large number of 

hyperparameter compared with other traditional convolution neural networks. VGG16 represent 16 layers of convolution 

neural network have weights and VGG16 consist of approximately 138 million parameters as it has a large network. The 

reduction in the number of trainable variables improves the learning rate and becomes more robust to overfitting [27]. 

However, the VGG16 model is large in file size due to large number of weights parameter and high inference time. 

Nevertheless, since VGG16 consists of a large number of parameters, it results in a longer training time and consumes a 

lot of time and computation power [28]. ResNet50 is a convolution neural network with 48 layers along with 1 Max Pool 

and 1 Average Pool layer. ResNet50 architecture solves vanishing gradient problems through having shortcut connection, 

and ResNet50 is a network build repeated with Residual block.  

 

Recently, several works have focused on formulating the CNNs from drone view based images for developing 

several applications. For example, the work by Bidare et al. [29] proposed sidewalk detection toward autonomous drone 

navigation development, while work by Agrawal and Meleet [30]  introduced natural disaster classification through the 

drone view image. Other than that, the study by Hafeez et al. [31] implemented CNNs model for monitoring the crop 

from the drone view image. However, little study has been done for modelling the CNNs for detecting detect illegal 

gathering crowds which is beneficial in preventing the spreading of Covid-19 virus infection. Thus, this project has been 

focused on classifying and detecting crowds from the drone view image by formulating the CNNs through transfer 

learning approach. Furthermore, the study has also evaluated several well-established CNNs such as Inception V3, 

VGG16 and ResNet50 as pre-trained models to detect illegal gathering crowds via the transfer learning approach. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Main framework 

The aim is to develop automated image classification to detect crowds using deep pre-trained CNN models like 

ResNet50, InceptionV3 and VGG16. The performance of each model was evaluated using the confusion matrix. The 

overview of the project is shown in the block diagram in Figure 1. 

 

2.2 Data preparation 

Collecting raw drone images on static crowd drone view images and static non-crowd drone view images was being 

done. The drone dataset images are 400 in total and were divided into two classes: crowd and non-crowd. Each class have 

200 images. The guideline for both crowd and no crowd dataset acquisition was as static images, top view drone images, 

and the images must be outdoor view. 

 

The dataset was split according to the ratio of 0.7:0.2:0.1 for training, validation and test dataset. Both crowd and 

non-crowd datasets were resized to 244 x 244 pixels. The image augmentation was done to increase the data variation by 

adding slightly modified copies from existing data sets to generate the generalized model. Image augmentation only 

applies to training datasets and the image augmentation techniques used are shuffle and image rotation. Figure 2 shows 

the overall process executed in this data preparation while Figure 3 and 4 show the sample crowd and non-crowd images 

in the developed dataset. 

 

2.3 Training phase 

In this phase, the pre-trained convolutional neural networks called VGG16, InceptionV3 and ResNet50 were used 

to execute the transfer learning technique. The final layer of the transfer learning, which consisted of the classification 

layer, was removed and replaced with a new classifier layer. Training of the model on the new classification layer was 

done with the prepared crowd and non-crowd datasets. The flow chart for the training of the pre-trained transfer learning 

model is shown in Figure 5. Table 1 illustrates the training setup whereby several hyperparameters were initially set 

during the training phase for all mentioned models. 
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Figure 1.  Main framework 

Figure 2.  Flow chart of data preparation 
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Table 1. Initial training setup for all models 

Hyperparameter Value 

Training, validation and testing ratio 0.7:0.2:0.1 

Number of epochs 30 

Dropout rate 0.5 

Batch size 5 

 

2.4 Testing phase and performance measurement 

There were four main parameters used to evaluate a classification model: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. 

The confusion matrix has commonly been used to describe the performance of classification models on the test data 

needed to provide the four parameters mentioned earlier. The confusion matrix consists of 2 classes which are positive 

and negative. True positive (TP) refers to the number of predictions that correctly predict the positive class by the 

classifier as positive. In contrast, True negative (TN) is defined as the number of predictions that correctly predict the 

negative class by the classifier as negative. Other than that, False Positive (FP) refers to the number of predictions that 

incorrectly predict the negative class by the classifier as positive. False Negative (FN) refers to the number of predictions 

that incorrectly predict the positive class by the classifier as negative. The confusion matrix provides a simple yet efficient 

Figure 3.  Sample images of non-crowd images 

Figure 4.  Sample image of crowd images 

Figure 5.  Flow Chart for training of pretrained transfer learning model 
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performance evaluation of the model. The value of each model for the confusion matrix had to be recorded down for 

further analysis. In addition, several parameters can be computed from the confusion matrix for binary classification. 

TN TP
accuracy

TN TP FN FP

+
=

+ + +
                                                 (1) 

TP
precision

TP FP
=

+
                                                                          (2) 

TP
recall

TP FN
=

+
                                                                                   (3) 

2
1

recall precision
F score

recall precision

 
=

+
                                            (4) 

  

3. Results and Discussion 

All three models, VGG16, ResNet50 and InceptionV3 were compared according to testing accuracy, precision, 

recall and F1-score. ResNet50 ranked 1st among all three models with a test accuracy of 95%, followed by VGG16 and 

InceptionV3 model ranked the last with only 65% in test accuracy (Table 2). It can be concluded that ResNet50 is the 

model with the best performance, while the InceptionV3 Model performs the worst among all three models in detecting 

crowd and non-crowd images. Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate the confusion matrix of all mentioned CNN 

models. As can be seen in Figure 6, only 2 out of 40 images are misclassified by the ResNet50 model. While InceptionV3 

(see Figure 8) mostly fails on the non-crowd side, only eight out of 20 images are correctly classified, contributing to the 

poor accuracy result. However, VGG16 (Figure 7) manage to detect all the crowd images correctly while missing 5 out 

of 20 images as non-crowd images. As summarized in Table 2, ResNet50 outperforms other CNNs models in representing 

crowd detection with precision, recall, and F1 score of 95%. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Confusion matrix of ResNet50 on testing dataset 
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Table 2. Summary of trained network performance 

Model ResNet50 VGG16 InceptionV3 

Precision 95% 90% 70% 

Sensitivity 95% 88% 65% 

F1 score 95% 87% 63% 

Accuracy 95% 87.5% 65% 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Confusion matrix of VGG16 on testing dataset 

Figure 8.  Confusion matrix of InceptionV3 on testing dataset 
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4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study is to develop a transfer learning model that detects crowds through offline drone view 

images that can help local authorities in the COVID-19 pandemic. With the deep learning approach, there are three 

models, including VGG16, InceptionV3 and ResNet50, in developing a transfer learning model that can perform image 

classification and detect crowds through offline drone view images. Among all three models, ResNet50 outperform the 

other two transfer learning model with a test accuracy of 95%. Upon successful development of the convolutional neural 

network model, ResNet50 can perform image classification and detect crowds through offline drone view images, which 

can help local authorities in the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, it can be concluded that a deep learning approach by 

using the pre-trained convolutional neural network can be used to classify object images in this study. 

 

There is a limitation in the number of datasets for the crowd and non-crowd images in this study. The total images 

for both classes are only 400 as only limited images can be found in the online sources. Therefore, the size of the dataset 

must be improved in the future to prevent overfitting, underfitting and improve the performance of the model. 

Nevertheless, through the improvement of the dataset, the model can classify a wide variety of different scenarios of the 

crowd and no crowd images. Besides, there is a limitation in model development; the model was trained in an ideal 

environment where the images are static, and the image's resolution is high. Trained models might perform worse than 

expected when adopted in drones and dealing with real-time images. Thus, the recommendation for future work is to 

collect real-time images from the drone and train the pre-trained model using the actual images from the drone. Finally, 

the developed models are established from the basic model configuration. However, for future work recommendations, 

exploration on fine-tune in different hyperparameters such as activation function and learning rate can be used to fine-

tune the model and improve the model accuracy. 
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